HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Education

Will meet at: 9:00 a.m. Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2016

Location: Committee Room 1

Remarks:

HB 98 SMITH, P. SCHOOLS/CHARTER Provides relative to local charter authorizers and Type 1B charter schools

HB 167 SMITH, P. SCHOOLS/CHARTER Prohibits the State Bd. of Elementary and Secondary Education (BESE) from authorizing certain types of charter schools under certain fiscal circumstances

HB 168 SMITH, P. SCHOOLS/CHARTER Requires charter school teachers to meet same certification requirements as other public school teachers

HB 399 POPE SCHOOLS/ADMINISTRATORS Provides relative to requirements for local school superintendents' contracts

HB 502 SMITH, P. SCHOOLS/CHARTER Requires the State Bd. of Elementary and Secondary Education to conduct a fiscal impact study prior to making a determination relative to a Type 2 charter school proposal

HB 674 LANDRY, N. SCHOOLS/CHARTER Provides for considerations of chartering authorities in reviewing charter proposals and of the State Bd. of Elementary and Secondary Education in entering into proposed charters, reviewing proposed charter authorizers, and recruiting chartering groups

HB 712 JACKSON CHILDREN/EXCEPTIONAL Provides relative to assignment of students with exceptionalities to schools closest to their home

HB 879 BOUIE SCHOOLS/CHARTER Prohibits for-profit operators of charter schools

HB 1004 HAVARD SCHOOLS/CHARTER Provides relative to assets or property acquired or used by charter schools under certain circumstances
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